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Size Dependence of the Directional Scattering 
Conditions on Semiconductor Nanoparticles
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Urruchi1, José Manuel Sánchez-Pena1, and Ricardo Vergaz1

Abstract— The resonant modes observed in semiconductor
nanoparticles and the coherent interaction between them,
producing directional light scattering, may be very interesting
for CMOS integrated all-optical devices. In these systems, the
control over the light scattering should be crucial, as well as
the strength of this control. Fabrication parameters such as the
size and shape of the nanoparticles and the optical properties
of the environment can strongly affect to the emergence of
these phenomena. In this letter, we numerically explore the size
dependence of the directional scattering conditions of
semiconductor nanoparticles. Several semiconductor materials
and a large size range have been considered as a reference for
further works. An interesting and unexpected linear behavior
has been observed.

Index Terms— Nanophotonics, nanoparticles, resonance light
scattering, silicon photonics.

I. INTRODUCTION

SEVERAL technological advances in the field of
photonics are currently focused on the development of

all-optical devices for computing, storage or communications
applications. They try to overcome the limitations of current
electronic devices, like the communications bottleneck [1], [2].
The miniaturization of computing systems is also one of
the most important aspects in which photonic devices can
highlight [3]. The achievement of all-optical devices for these
applications, such as optical circuitry, requires the control of
light scattering by these optical systems. In 1980’s, Kerker
and co-workers analytically obtained that light scattering of
dipole-like particles can be suppressed in either the forward
or the backward direction [4] by interaction of their electric
and magnetic resonances. In addition, these phenomena
were theoretically studied using complex arrangements
of structures, known as metamaterials [5]. Recently, both
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interact in the way described by Kerker. The control of 
light in the nanoscale as well as the CMOS compatibility of 
materials make these systems adequate to be integrated and/or 
to substitute current nanoelectronic devices. The emergence of 
these coherence effects requires a dominant dipolar behavior, 
such that only the first order Mie coefficients (a1 and b1) 
are not negligible. When this requirement is fulfilled, a zero 
backward scattering (ZB) can be achieved at the incident 
wavelength satisfying Eq. (1). On the contrary, a minimum 
forward scattering (MF) can be observed at wavelengths 
satisfying the expression of Eq. (2)

a1 = b1 (1)

a1 = −b1 (2)

Although Kerker and co-workers defined a zero-forward
condition, current studies showed that only a minimum
forward scattering can be achieved [6], [9], [10].

The resonant modes which allow the appearance of these
phenomena behave as plasmon ones depending on the
size, shape and the optical properties of the surrounding
medium [10], [11]. The shape is a critical parameter in this
kind of systems, because the origin of these resonances is
directly related to the geometry of the nanoparticles. While
resonances are well-defined in spheres, they lose their sharp
profile as the aspect ratio changes [12]. The dependence of
both the spectral position of the resonances and their extinction
efficiency on the surrounding medium have been already
studied to use them as sensing parameters, following the works
about plasmonic sensors [13]. The last important parameter,
the particle size, has been also studied. A previous work [13]
showed that while the electric resonances of semiconductor
nanoparticles behave as plasmon ones, they are red shifted as
the particle size increases; the magnetic ones are more stable
and their spectral position remains unaltered as the size of
the particle increases. This asymmetric behavior should be
reflected into the spectral position of the directional conditions
as the particle size changes, presenting a size evolution differ-
ent from that of resonances. In a recent work [14] an analytical
relationship between the size and composition of the particle
and the wavelength of the incident radiation was derived for

zero-backward and minimum forward scattering were 
experimentally demonstrated using semiconductor 
nanoparticles [6]–[8]. In these works, the authors showed 
that semiconductor nanoparticles, like Silicon or Germanium, 
present both electric and magnetic resonances that may 
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Fig. 1. Incident wavelength at which the zero-backward (a) or the minimum forward (b) conditions are satisfied in a Silicon spherical particle as a function
of its radius. Two linear branches are shown in each graph, showing pairs of wavelengths in which the directional conditions are satisfied for the same radius.
The spectral dependence of the extinction efficiency of a Silicon sphere with r=120nm (black dotted line), as well as the contributions of first two dipolar
modes, related to a1 (red line) and b1 (blue line), are plotted in (c) and (d). The two main wavelengths satisfying the zero-backward (c) or the minimum
forward (d) are highlighted with green vertical lines: ZB at 643 nm and 992 nm and MF at 605nm and 841nm, respectively. The symbols used in the curves
of (a) and (b) are superimposed in the corresponding cross they are referring. The linear fits of the curves of (a) and (b) are also included.

the first Kerker’s condition. In this work, we analyze, from a
numerical point of view, the size dependence for both Kerker’s
directional conditions and for certain semiconductor materials
presenting these interesting phenomena. The knowledge of this
evolution can help further designs of all-optical devices based
on a control of the scattered radiation.

II. METHODS

Mie theory [15] can be used to describe, theoretically, these
phenomena in spherical nanoparticles. Assuming a dominant
dipolar behavior, only the two first Mie coefficients, a1 and b1,
are considered. The general expression of these coefficients is
given by:

an = m �n(mx) · � ′
n(x) − �n(x) · � ′

n(mx)

m �n(mx) · ξ ′
n(x) − ξn(x) · � ′

n(mx)
(3)

bn = �n(mx) · � ′
n(x) − m �n(x) · � ′

n(mx)

�n(mx) · ξ ′
n(x) − m ξn(x) · � ′

n(mx)
(4)

Where �n and ξn are the n-order Ricatti-Bessel functions,
m is the relative refractive index of the nanoparticles with

respect to the surrounding medium and x is the size parameter,
defined as x = k · r, k being the wavenumber of the incident
beam and r the radius of the particle.

An iterative numerical method is used to find the Kerker’s
conditions (Eqs. (1) and (2)) as a function of the particle size,
considering the particle embedded in air.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By changing the radius of the spherical particle (r),
it is possible to find the incident wavelengths satisfying
Kerker’s conditions (Eqs. (1) and (2)) as a function of r .
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the size evolution of both the
zero-backward (ZB, Eq. (1)) and the minimum forward
(MF, Eq. (2)) conditions as a function of the particle size for a
Silicon nanoparticle, respectively. The range of particle sizes
was chosen in such a way that the directional behaviors appear
in the visible and near-infrared ranges, in which photonic
applications are currently developed.

While the electric dipolar resonance (related to a1) follows
a behavior with the nanoparticle size close to the
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Fröhlich theory [15], the magnetic dipolar resonance is almost
motionless [13]. As the directional phenomena are conse-
quence of a coherent interference between these contributions,
their size evolution should be related to those of the dipolar
modes. As can be seen in Fig. 1, this dependence has a fairly
linear tendency. Linear fits of the curves are also included
in Fig. 1. The slope of the curve in Fig. 1(a) is in accordance
with the result shown in [14], where considering a constant
refractive index of n = 3.5 and a relation of x · n = 2.74
(i.e. λ/R = 8.02, to compare with our 7.49 with real Silicon
refractive index [16]) was obtained. In addition, we found two
sets of values of λ satisfying each directional condition for
each radius, both following the linear behavior. These sets
are related to wavelengths were both dipolar contributions,
electric and magnetic, intersect. Although there are several
intersections, at short wavelengths the ratio R/λ implies a
great influence of high order polar contributions hampering
the appearance of Kerker’s effects. This is well observed
in Figures 1(c) and 1(d). They show the spectral dependence
of the extinction efficiency (dotted black line) of a Silicon
nanoparticle (r = 120nm), and the dipolar contributions,
related to the electric dipolar (red line) and the magnetic
dipolar (blue line) modes. The wavelengths at which dipolar
contributions cross each other are highlighted with vertical
lines: while Fig. 1(c) remarks the two main wavelengths at
which the zero-backward condition is satisfied, Fig. 1(d) does
it the same with the minimum-forward wavelengths.
Only the two intersections at larger wavelength have been
considered in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). There are more wavelengths
fulfilling these conditions, however, the influence of
higher-order modes avoid its view. In fact, low-wavelength
set in both cases is influenced by the quadrupolar modes and
the emergence of the directional phenomena is not warranted.
In Figures 1(c) and 1(d), it can be seen that those low
wavelengths (vertical lines on the left) are close to sharp
peaks in the extinction efficiency (see black dotted line) which
correspond to quadrupolar resonances [10], [11], [13]. This
effect is also the main responsible of the lack of results at
certain size ranges in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).

However, for large wavelengths, at which the dipolar
behavior is dominant, the directional phenomena can be
observed. For instance, we include in Fig. 2 FEM simulations
(COMSOL Multiphysics) of a Silicon nanoparticle with one
size and at two incident wavelengths fulfilling the directional
conditions obtained above. In particular, Figure 2(a) shows the
scattered field of a Silicon sphere with r = 120 nm illuminated
by an incident beam with λ = 992 nm, in such a way that
a zero-backward scattering can be observed. Both the far-
field and the near-field (inset) regions have been included.
On the other hand, Figure 2(b) shows the scattered field of
a Si sphere with r = 120nm and a λ = 841nm in such a
way that a minimum forward scattering can be observed. As
it was mentioned previously, a zero forward scattering cannot
be obtained, however a relevant reduction of the scattering in
this direction and an enhancement of the backward scattering
can be obtained, as it can be seen in Fig. 2(b). The direc-
tionality of the scattered field is more clearly observed in the
far-field region than in the near field, due to the influence

Fig. 2. Scattered electric field, in the far-field region, of a Silicon nanoparticle
(r=120 nm) when it is illuminated by an incident beam with a wavelength
satisfying (a) the zero-backward scattering condition and (b) the minimum-
forward scattering condition. The corresponding wavelengths are obtained
from previous curves. The scattered field in the near-field region has been
also included in the insets. The incident beam is linearly polarized in the
y direction and propagates in the z direction (remarked with a yellow arrow)
with an amplitude of 1V/m. The position of the particle is included in the
figures with a colored circle.

of the intense values of the electric field in the inside of
the particle. However, a convenient choice of the color scale
in the plot can also show the directionality in this region.
Furthermore, the emergence of the zero-backward condition is
more clear compared with the minimum-forward one, in both
spatial regions.

In a previous work [13] it was shown that these directional
phenomena can be observed in nanoparticles made of other
different semiconductor materials with high refractive index,
like Germanium (Ge) or Gallium Arsenide (GaAs). The
relative high refractive index of these materials [16] like
that of Silicon, allows the view of these light phenomena.
With the aim of generalization, the previous study has been
also performed using these other semiconductor materials.
Figure 3 shows the wavelengths at which the directional condi-
tions are satisfied in spherical nanoparticles made of different
semiconductor materials. Only the upper wavelength condition
is plotted, which maximizes the possibility of experimental
observation. The size evolution of the directional phenomena
in all of these materials also follows a linear behavior.
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Fig. 3. Incident wavelength at which the zero-backward (a) or the minimum
forward (b) conditions are satisfied in a spherical particle as a function of
its radius and for several semiconductor materials presenting electric and
magnetic resonances.

The differences between different semiconductors are due
to their different refractive indices, as their wavelength
dependence has been also considered.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

As a summary, we numerically analyzed the size
dependence of the directional conditions, predicted by
Kerker et al. [4] and recently observed in semiconductor
nanoparticles. While plasmonic resonances in metallic
nanoparticles follow the Fröhlich condition [15], the
dependence of the dipolar resonances of semiconductor
nanoparticles is slightly different; the electric one changes
its spectral position with the size like plasmon resonances
and the magnetic one remains at a certain wavelength or
slightly shifts as the particle size changes. As the directional
conditions are directly related to the spectral position of the
dipolar resonances, the size dependence of them should be

a joint effect. In particular, we have observed that both, the
zero-backward condition and the minimum-forward condition,
linearly change with the particle size. In addition, we obtained
two possible incident wavelengths satisfying the Kerker’s
conditions for each particle size. However, the presence of
high order modes at short wavelengths avoids the emergence
of the directional phenomena. This linear dependence has
been observed for the main high-refractive semiconductors
presenting electric and magnetic resonances in light scattering.

Currently, there are several research groups exploring the
use of semiconductor nanoparticles to fabricate metadevices
based on dielectric nanoparticles, like waveguides or
nanoantennas. These results may help to further works to
design new metadevices based on the directional effects.
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